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Integrated Voltage Regulation (IVR) using buck converters enables efficient, fine-grained supply-
voltage control in modern SoC domains [1]. However, existing IVR implementations face several 
challenges. As voltage domains continue to shrink, reduced per-domain decoupling capacitance 
requires rapid IVR transient response, leading to unfavorable efficiency and supply droop margin 
trade-offs. Additionally, digital domains exhibit a wide load current (Iload) range, requiring 
capabilities for autonomous transition between Continuous Conduction Mode (CCM) and 
Discontinuous Conduction Mode (DCM).  All-digital IVR solutions are particularly desirable for 
ease of integration in SoCs.  
 
Several techniques have been proposed to address these IVR challenges. Autonomous CCM-
DCM transition is proposed in [2] but requires analog comparators and does not account for 
bridge driver delays for Zero Current Switching, adversely affecting IVR efficiency. Adaptive 
clocking techniques that maintain timing-slack by injecting load-domain supply (Vdd) noise into 
Phase-locked Loops (PLLs) to modulate the clock period (Tclk) have been proposed [3], [4]. 
However, benefits observed in [3] are limited by Vdd-delay sensitivity mismatch between critical 
paths and the PLL oscillator, and by the undesirable phase tracking mechanism of conventional 
PLLs. A fused Low-Dropout Regulator (LDO) and PLL system addresses these concerns [4], 
but the technique is restricted for use with a specific Low-Dropout Regulator topology: No 
general Unified Clock and Power architecture has been demonstrated to date. Importantly, 
existing adaptive clocking techniques are unable to completely restore cycles lost or gained 
during Vdd transients, a highly desirable feature for inter-domain data communication and real-
time applications.  
 
This paper presents a unified clock and power (UniCaP) architecture that exploits joint supply-
voltage and phase/frequency control to aggressively reduce dissipative Vdd margins arising from 
supply-noise and temperature variation. In addition, UniCaP enables complete recovery of any 
cycles gained or lost during supply noise events. The key idea behind this architecture is the use 
of a Vdd-powered digitally tunable replica oscillator (TRO) to guarantee timing-slack in the 
presence of supply noise, while incorporating voltage regulation into the PLL loop to allow the 
TRO to track the reference clock (REFCLK). Unifying the clock and voltage regulator 
subsystems allows for all-digital construction, voltage reference-free implementation, and the 
ability to effectively reject timing degradation due to supply droop and temperature variation. We 
also present an all-digital DLL-based technique for autonomous CCM-DCM transition and Zero 
Voltage Switching (ZVS).  
 
Fig. 1 compares the proposed UniCaP architecture with conventional IVRs that regulate Vdd 
based on a voltage-reference (Vref). Voltage regulation requires margins for Process, Voltage 
and Temperature (PVT) variation to avoid timing failure. In contrast, UniCaP employs a 
configurable TRO to match the delay and Vdd-sensitivity (kTRO) of the critical path: Any supply 
droop or ripple suitably modulates Tclk, compensating for droop-induced logic delay degradation. 
The Buck converter is incorporated into the PLL control loop to regulate the system operating 
frequency through Vdd control. Locking the TRO to REFCLK using a wide-range TDC ensures 
by construction, that UniCaP completely recovers any cycles lost or gained during supply 
transients. Relying on the TRO to guarantee timing slack, and adjusting Vdd to regulate the 
system operating frequency also allows UniCaP to continuously track temperature variation, 
severely reducing temperature-induced Vdd margins.  
 
Fig. 2 shows the structure of the UniCaP architecture implemented as a joint PLL-Buck system. 
Use of a Vdd-powered TRO poses a significant tracking challenge. Large supply noise voltages 
and high TRO voltage-sensitivity cause phase errors that readily exceed the limited 2π phase 
detection range of conventional Phase-Frequency Detectors (PFD). This excursion results in 
cycle-slipping and the inability to recover cycles lost (gained) during a Vdd droop (surge). To 
allow wide-range acquisition, the PLL-Buck employs a coarse-grained Time-to-Digital Converter 
(TDC), which relies on counting TRO clocks in each REFCLK cycle to digitally measure fclk, and 
computationally derive the phase error. The proposed PLL-Buck is designed to track phase 
excursions of up to 16π, sufficient for this application.  A DLL-enabled tracking loop enables 
precise timing control for ZVS and DCM, both of which are critical for IVR applications that use 
lower inductor values. A clocked comparator captures the voltage polarity across Mn on the 
rising edge of n, allowing the DLL to adjust tdead (the dead-time), and align the Mn turn-on event 
with Vx=0V for ZVS. Similarly, the comparator tracks the direction of the inductor current (IL) by 

sampling the voltage across Mn on the falling edge of n. This IL-direction indicator allows the 
controller to tune Mn and Mp on-times during DCM, aligning Mn turn-off with the IL=0 event.  
 
Joint compensation of the PLL-Buck system in UniCaP is more involved than compensation for  
individual PLLs or Buck converters due to the interaction of both sub-systems within a single 
loop (Fig. 3). The presence of 2 discrete buck converter poles close to unity, in addition to the 
two unity-poles required for zero steady-state phase error offer a very limited locus of stable 
operation, making implementation of traditional control techniques infeasible. The PLL-Buck 
employs composite control for stable compensation, tracking frequency (and therefore Vdd) at 
the nominal rate (TREFCLK) and phase at 10X lower rate. Componsite control, using two 
sufficiently different time-scales yields an effective system transfer function that is much easier to 
compensate for phase-lock. CCM-DCM transition and control is governed by a finite state-
machine (FSM). The DLL relies on clocked-comparator based detection of the polarity of IL,min, 
the minimum inductor current to detect the DCM condition, and adjusts on-times for Mn and Mp 
to ensure Zero Current Switching. A 3-cycle wait in each direction of the CCM-DCM transition 
introduces the required hysteresis in CCM-DCM transition control. 
 
A 65nm CMOS test-chip (Die-photograph in Fig. 7) was implemented to demonstrate and 
characterize key components of the UniCaP architecture. An ARM Cortex M0 processor is used 
to evaluate the impact of the PLL-Buck on digital systems. All reported data points pass 
standard M0 fmax and speed-indicative benchmarks. A programmable synthetic load was used to 
emulate larger, more sophisticated digital systems. Fig. 4 shows DVFS operation, performed by 
changing the PLL divider ratio to assert a new target frequency, allowing Vdd to be automatically 
determined by system based on PVT conditions. fmax experiments of the processor running 
benchmark traces are performed under baseline configuration (no additional supply noise), and 
with additional supply noise from a 90mA, 1ns current step under conventional (no elastic TRO) 
and PLL-Buck (elastic TRO) configurations at 20ºC. PLL-Buck achieves a peak 95% droop 
margin reduction across its operating frequency range. Temperature sweeps demonstrate the 
PLL-Buck systems ability to track temperature variation through Vdd control. The temperature-
induced Vdd margin across a -10ºC—100ºC range was measured to be 55mV. At Vdd=1.0V, 
peak buck converter efficiency was measured to be 96.3% with 15mA of load current. 
 
Fig. 5 shows measured Vdd droop in response to a 90mA, 1ns Iload step-up and step-down, under 
the default PLL-lock configuration, and under frequency-only lock (with the phase control path 
disabled). Both waveforms indicate stable operation in the presence of significant Vdd 
disturbance. The PLL-Buck system temporarily drives Vdd above its target value in response to a 
droop, adjusting fclk to recover the phase lost during the Vdd droop. Corresponding behavior is 
observed for a Vdd surge. Also shown are measured Vdd waveforms indicating autonomous 
CCM-DCM transitions depending on changes in Iload caused by transitioning between program 
test-patterns. 
 
Fig. 6 summarizes the performance and key features of the UniCaP PLL-Buck implementation 
in comparison to relevant IVR and supply droop management techniques. Test-chip 
measurements of the proposed all-digital PLL-Buck system demonstrate an average supply 
margin reduction of 82% due to voltage-droop and 55mV due to temperature variation. Any 
cycles gained or lost due to supply noise are fully recovered. 
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Figure 18.2.1: Comparison of conventional IVR, which regulates to a target voltage, to 
the proposed UniCaP architecture, regulating operating frequency through Vdd 
control. 

 
Figure 18.2.2: Architecture overview of Unified PLL-Buck regulator with DLL-enabled 
ZVS and autonomous CCM/DCM transition. 

 
Figure 18.2.3: Composite control allows for stable PLL-Buck compensation (top); 
CCM/DCM transition control finite state machine (bottom). 

 
Figure 18.2.4: Measured Cortex M0 fmax vs. Vdd, and Vdd-margin reduction (top); 
Oscilloscope trace of DVFS transitions effected by varying N (Fig. 2). 

 
Figure 18.2.5: Measured waveforms of CCM/DCM transition (top); Transient voltage 
step response under phase and frequency lock configurations (bottom). 

 
Figure 18.2.6: Performance summary and comparison with related works 
implementing voltage regulation and supply droop management techniques. 



 
Figure 18.2.7: Die micrograph. 


